
Introduction

Vulvar carcinoma is a rare entity and it represents less

than 1% of all cancers and 3% to 6% of all gynecological

cancers. [1] It is a disease that occurs more often in post-

menopausal women (average age of 60 years), with an ag-

gregate risk as the age increases. Early symptoms include

a long history of pruritus, [2] and although the tumor is lo-

cated in an external location, such as the vulva, an early de-

tection is suspected; nevertheless vulvar cancers are often

advanced at the time of diagnosis. [3]

Squamous cell carcinoma accounts for 95% of malignant

tumors of the vulva and it can be grouped into three main

histological subtypes warty, basaloid, and keratinizing [4].

Sarcomatoid tumors in  genital tract of women appearing in

the vulva, vagina, and cervix are extremely rare; they rep-

resent less than 2% of vulvar cancers [5]. Sarcomatoid fea-

tures in a squamous cell carcinoma confer an aggressive

behavior associated with a poor outcome [6].

Case Report

A 77-year-old woman came to the present university hospital

because of intense vulvar pruritus. She had a history of untreated

arterial hypertension, and a leg ulcer. She referred a four-month

history of pruritus in the vulvar region, which increased in fre-

quency and intensity over the weeks. Additionally, she noticed in-

creased volume in the area, and mild to moderate tenderness.

Tumor resection was surgically performed. A spindle of skin

measuring 7×4×0.8 cm was received. It had a 5.5×4.5cm exo-

phytic whitish poorly defined tumor. Macroscopically it appeared

to have respected borders. (Figure 1)

Histologically, the tumor demonstrated a lesion with epithelial

appearance of spindle cells intermingled with marked cellular

atypia extending into dermis with abundant neovascularization.

Immunohistochemical markers were performed based on vi-

mentin, which was positive in the sarcomatous element and neg-

ative in the malignant epithelial component. Cytokeratin staining

was positive in the epithelial and sarcomatous elements (Figure 2).
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Summary

A squamous cell carcinoma with sarcomatoid features of the vulva is extremely rare.  Only 16 cases have been reported with this type

of tumor, and all of them are characterized by an aggressive behavior and poor prognosis. This entity features a spindle cell, sarcoma-

toid morphology in the context of a squamous carcinoma. In this article the authors report a 77-year-old women that presented to this

hospital in which a diagnosis of a vulvar squamous cell carcinoma with sarcomatoid stroma was made. With no current treatment guide-

lines, and without the proper resection, the patient has a critical prognosis.
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Figure 1. —  Exophytic tumor of the vulva, product of partial vul-

vectomy. The tumor is soft, pale pink, and infiltrating the sub-

mucosal layer. 
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Discussion

Vulvar cancer is the fourth most common gynecological

cancer worldwide. More than 90% of these are squamous

cell carcinomas. Among the histopathological variants of

squamous cell carcinoma of the female genital tract, the

sarcomatoid type is very uncommon, especially in the vul-

var region. Its prevalence is estimated to be 1%. The diag-

nosis of a squamous cell carcinoma with sarcomatoid

differentiation is usually straightforward when the typical

characteristics and markers are present [7].

The age of the present patient was similar to the cases

that have been documented; likewise the clinical presenta-

tion was due to a burning sensation and itching, as reported

in the literature [8].

The patient received adjuvant radiotherapy in 25 frac-

tions 45 Gys and in January of this year, MRI was per-

formed without evidence of metastases in the liver, and

retroperitoneal lymphadenopathy without the presence of

only 11×6 mm right inguinal lymphadenopathy. Subse-

quently, the patient started with pain at the right inguinal

lymphadenopathy and tenderness mass was documented 1

×1 cm, which received ten sessions over radiotherapy in the

right inguinal field, frankly decreasing lymphadenopathy

at this level. Currently the patient is asymptomatic and dis-

cussed the case with radiology to explore the possibility of

a right inguinal lymph node biopsy.

Management guidelines for a squamous cell carcinoma

with sarcomatoid features of the vulva have not been es-

tablished in contrast to a vulvar squamous cell carcinoma

[9]. Although the efficacy of radiation and/or chemotherapy

was not proven in the literature, the rapid course and high

mortality of this disease may support the early aggressive

strategy such as adjuvant radiation with/without

chemotherapy after primary surgery.

Conclusions

After reviewing online literature, the clinical and patho-

logical findings of the tumor presented, is it important to

be aware that this tumor exist, and although its frequency

is low or has not been reported worldwide, its impact on

the patient’s outcome is fundamental.
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Figure 2. — Vulvar sarcomatoid squamous cell carcinoma. A)

H&E low power (×10). B) High power (×40) shows both a poorly

differentiated vulvar carcinoma with anaplastic spindle and

polygonal cells (sarcomatoid cells), with a transition of neoplas-

tic epithelial cells with a prominent nucleoli and a lost relation

nucleus/cytoplasm. C) Positive vimentin stain in the sarcomatoid

element. D) Positive cytokeratin stain in the sarcomatoid and ep-

ithelial element.


